
Success Criteria for WORM Journal Not  
Present 

Beginning  
to… 

Done 
Well 

Feedback 

Responded to teacher’s remarks from 
previous journal 

   

ThinkMark is completed with at least 5 
different thoughts 

   

Journal is in letter format 
   

Journal is written in paragraph form 
   

Journal includes a short and clear 
summary that states the title and 
author’s name 

   

Reading strategies are explained/ 
described with examples 

   

Includes a conclusion with at connection 
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Beginning  
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Done 
Well 

Feedback 

ThinkMark has at least 5 different thoughts    
Journal is in letter format    
Journal is written in paragraph form    
Journal includes a short and clear summary  
Introduction 
 Title  Author  Genre 
 Brief description of the setting 
 Description of main characters and 
how they’re related to one another 

Body 
 Explanation of the conflict/problem 
 Summary of important events 
 Explanation of suspenseful moment 
Conclusion 
 Explanation of the resolution  

   

Reading strategies are explained/ described 
with page numbers and examples 

   

Includes a conclusion with at connection    
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